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August 24, 2011

The Honorable Betty Strifler
Clerk of the Circuit Court

Dear Mrs. Strifler:
We have completed the Transportation Grants Audit for the Board of County
Commissioners. The purpose of this audit was to determine the adequacy of
internal controls and compliance relevant to grant revenue and disbursements.
The audit period covered transactions from October 1,2009 through June 30, 2011.
We also reviewed transactions beyond the audit period to determine current
practices.
Discussion points regarding this audit are listed, along with
recommendations and Management's responses.
We extend our thanks to the Citrus County Transportation staff, and the Clerk's
Finance Division for their cooperation and assistance during the course of this audit.
Sincerely,

Brenda Fontenot
Internal Auditor
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INTRODUCTION
We conducted the Transportation Grants Audit, in accordance with Article V of the
Florida Constitution, Section 16, and Section 1(d) Article VIII, which state the Clerk is the
ex officio Clerk of the Board of County Commissioners (BOCC), auditor, recorder and
custodian of all County funds, and as agreed upon in the Interlocal Agreement between the
BOCC and Betty Strifler, Clerk of the Circuit Court.
The table below summarizes the discussion points contained in this report, along with the
cross reference to the page number containing the details.
Discussion Point

1
2

Description

Controls over the Orange Line deviated fixed route fares
could be strengthened.
Documents containing protected health information were
filed in unsecured cabinets.
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Page

5
7

BACKGROUND
The American Disabilities Act (ADA) requires that any public entity operating noncommuter fixed route transportation services for the general public is required to also
provide complementary paratransit service. Paratransit is for individuals with disabilities
that prevent them from riding a fixed route service.
Transportation Disadvantaged (TD) users are “those persons who, because of physical or
mental disability, income status, or age, are unable to transport themselves or to purchase
transportation, and are, therefore, dependent upon others to obtain access to health care,
employment, education, shopping, social activities, or other life sustaining activities, or
children who are disabled or high risk or at risk, as defined in Chapter 411.202, Florida
Statutes.
Citrus County Transportation (CCT) provides affordable, non-emergency, door-to-door
public and paratransit transportation to Citrus County residents. Transit vehicles are
equipped to accommodate passengers with special needs, such as wheelchairs, scooters, or
stretchers. Paratransit service requires advance reservations, and fees range from $1.50
one way, $3 round trip, with cross-county travel costing $3 each way. A reduced fee of
$1 is charged for transportation disadvantaged eligible low-income households. Eligible
Medicaid recipients pay a $1 co-pay each way, or under certain circumstances, are exempt
from fees. The CCT provides free transportation services to the Veteran’s Hospital in
Gainesville twice a month for Citrus County Veterans.
The Orange Line deviated fixed route provides public transportation to all citizens for
$ .50 per ride, or $1 for an all-day fare, between Lecanto, Beverly Hills and Inverness.
Two buses are utilized for three shifts from 6:00 am to 7:30 pm (see Exhibits A & B for
bus route and schedule).
The CCT contracts with an external vendor to provide after-hours, non-emergency
medical transportation service for Medicaid clients.
Citrus County has provided paratransit transportation since 1978, and in April 2009,
established the deviated fixed route service. These vital services are funded by State and
Federal grants, County funding, and fares (see Exhibit C for grant revenues and
expenditures).
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Trips
Orange Line
Unduplicated
Passengers2
Funding3

Citrus County Transportation Trip Data
2006-20071 2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-2011
80,988
92,929
68,249
65,149
66,208
0
0
1,234
7,017
8,079
2,450
$1,019,730

2,261
$1,001,549

2,157
$929,773

3,899
$961,219

3,939
$965,011

Source: CCT

1
2
3

State fiscal year – July 1 – June 30
Individual customers
Revenues from granting agencies and County

The mission of the CCT is to provide safe, courteous, clean and reliable transportation
services to all Citrus County residents.
The Florida Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged awarded Citrus County
Transit the 2010 Rural Community Transit Coordinator of the Year award for the
outstanding manner in which they serve the community and transportation disadvantaged
residents.
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SCOPE, OBJECTIVES & METHODOLOGY
The scope of this audit covered operations between October 1, 2009 and June 30, 2011.
The objectives of this audit were to determine:
a. the adequacy of internal controls relevant to revenue and disbursements.
b. grant compliance relevant to revenues and disbursements.
The audit objectives were accomplished by:
1. interviewing office staff regarding policies and procedures.
2. reviewing samples of grant invoices submitted to Finance.
3. reviewing deposits, driver manifests, and supporting documentation for
accuracy.
4. reviewing and reconciling active grant files.
5. observing staff performing duties utilizing RouteMatch software.
6. documenting controls regarding the deviated fixed route bus fares.
The Internal Audit Division is free from organizational impairments to independence in
our reporting as defined by generally accepted government auditing standards. We report
directly to and are accountable to the Citrus County Clerk of the Circuit Court.
Organizationally, we are outside the staff or line management function of the units that we
audit. We report the results of our audits to the Clerk, management of the department
under review, the County Administrator, and the Board of County Commissioners. All
reports are available to the public.
Internal Audit (IA) exercised due professional care in the performance of this audit;
however, this does not mean that unreported noncompliance or irregularities do not exist.
The deterrence of fraud or employee abuse is the responsibility of management. Audit
procedures alone cannot assure that fraud or abuse does not exist.
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DISCUSSION POINT 1 – Controls over the Orange Line deviated fixed route fares
could be strengthened.
The drivers currently collect fees and pre-paid tickets from passengers boarding the
Orange Line. They note on their manifests the number of passengers boarding (on) and
disembarking (off) at each stop on their respective routes. They also indicate ticket sales,
tokens, and pre-paid or all day tickets used. A review of manifests indicated that the
drivers do not consistently document their collections for ticket sales, prepaid tickets, and
all-day tickets.
Samples were randomly selected from the population of deposits, ranging from October 2,
2009 through June 30, 2011. Per staff, manifests older than three months were discarded,
since the data was input into the computer. Since the original paper manifests were not
available for some of the randomly selected deposit dates, the selections were revised to
cover available manifests for the most recent months—March, April, May, and June,
2011—for a total of 17 days.
Manifests reviewed and reconciled for 17 days of this four-month period contained 29
discrepancies. The number of passengers indicated on the manifest did not reconcile with
the number of tickets sold, pre-paid, and all-day tickets recorded by the drivers. Of those
discrepancies, 12 days of tickets exceeded the total number of passengers, while 12 days
of tickets recorded were less than the total number of passengers.
Internal Audit also reviewed the sampled manifests to reconcile the daily combined total
of passengers embarking (on) with the daily combined total of passengers disembarking
(off). In those 17 days of manifests reconciled—ranging from March 8 through June 28,
2011—the combined totals for 11 days did not agree.
The monetary impact of these discrepancies is minimal; however, these inconsistencies
indicate control weaknesses in the cash collection and recording process.
CCT currently sells three types of tickets, similar in size to a business card, for various
denominations:
a. $1 – yellow ticket - Medicaid transportation only
b. $10 – blue ticket - with 2 free rides
c. $1 – green ticket – pre-paid fare
Since these tickets are not numbered, it is not possible to conduct a periodic inventory to
compare tickets issued to drivers to tickets sold and returned with the daily deposits.
Tokens are no longer sold, but remain in circulation.
According to staff, drivers do not routinely turn in redeemed tickets at the end of their
shifts. (A passenger using a pre-paid $10 ticket may not turn in a ticket to the driver, if
the ticket contained unused fares). Under this system, there is a weakness in the
reconciliation process, since it is not possible to verify the type of payments (cash or pre-
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paid) with the cash collected, or determine how many times an all-day fare passenger
boarded the bus.
Fare boxes for securing collections were discontinued in 1992, and the drivers currently
use zippered bank bags for collecting the fares and tickets.
A 2001 audit of Transit Services discussed a similar finding regarding tokens and
establishing a “uniform mode of recording the collection or non-collection on the
manifest.”
RECOMMENDATION:
Cash is a liquid asset that is most susceptible to loss or misappropriation, and therefore, is
a major control risk to any organization. An organization with strong controls reduces that
risk, and protects both the employee and the cash.
According to staff, upon completion of the grant capital projects, any remaining grant
funds will be earmarked for fixed route bus improvements—passenger counters, cameras,
and touch screens for the drivers. These improvements will strengthen the control
environment, and possibly simplify the ticketing procedure and eliminate the manual
manifest recordkeeping.
Until this occurs, IA offers the following points for
consideration.
To reconcile the fares sold and tickets collected with the number of passengers, the
manifests must be accurate. Manifests should indicate the number of times an all-day
fare passenger rode the bus that day and did not have to pay. Pre-paid tickets should be
noted, since no cash was collected.
a. To ensure all drivers consistently capture the required information, management
should consider revising the manifest form to indicate:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

tickets sold ($1 all-day, $10 card, or $ .50)
pre-paid ticket used ($.50)
all-day fare used ($1)
token

b. Management should consider replacing printed tickets with rolls of numbered
tickets. Using rolls of tickets would save printing costs, simplify the ticketing
process for the drivers (drivers are currently “punching” the green and blue tickets
for each $ .50 trip), and would provide a method for reconciling the numbered
tickets issued to the drivers compared to the numbered tickets sold.
c. Management should consider assigning a unique identifier to indicate on the
manifest when an all-day fare passenger re-boards the bus, since this passenger is
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counted, but does not pay for subsequent trips after the initial boarding. All-day
fare tickets could be distinguished by using a different color ticket.
d. Management should reconsider installing fare or donation lock boxes in the two
Orange Line buses to secure the fares and tickets collected. This security control
would ensure the safeguarding of the fares by providing a deterrence to theft in this
difficult economic environment.
A Main fare box with a self-locking removable vault costs approximately $726,
and a donation box (removable lock box) costs approximately $482. According to
the specifications, these boxes are completely mechanical, virtually maintenance
free, and will withstand decades of use.
MANAGEMENT RESPONSE:
The new Route Match paperless manifest system along with the touch screens should be
implemented in the fixed route buses by the end of the year. This new program should
resolve the tracking issue. In the mean time, CCT will make modifications to our paper
manifest form to better track the payment method as indicated. Furthermore,
Management will modify our prepaid tickets to have them uniquely numbered and
easier for reconciliation.
Management has looked into installing fare lock boxes and will equip one in each fixed
route bus. In addition, CCT is in the process of obtaining and installing cameras in
each of the fixed route buses as an additional security measure for our drivers and
passengers.
DISCUSSION POINT 2 – Documents containing protected health information were
filed in unsecured cabinets.
The Medicaid verification forms generated by CCT to determine eligibility for free or
reduced transportation contain protected health information that must be secured in
accordance with the HIPAA Privacy Rule.
Failure to comply with the HIPAA Privacy Rule could result in civil or criminal penalties.
RECOMMENDATION:
Upon notification, management secured the forms in locked cabinets, with restricted
access to the keys. No further action is required at this time.
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SUPPLEMENTAL
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INFORMATION

EXHIBIT A
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EXHIBIT B
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Current Grant Projects @ 7/31/11
FUNDING RECEIVED

Fund
118L
129M
129N
159L
159M

Grant Project Title
Transportation Disadvantaged Planning (Planning Activities)
Transportation Capital (Funds for purchasing 5 buses)
Transportation Capital (Funds for purchasing 1 bus)
Transportation Operations (Operating funds, special events, capital funds)
Transportation Operations (Operating funds)

Grant Period
7/1/10 - 6/30/11
8/25/09 - 12/31/13
9/30/10 - until complete
1/1/10 - 12/31/13
11/12/08-12/31/12
TOTAL

193A

Fixed Fee Agreement*
Transportation Medicaid Non-Emergency Medical Transportation

Grant Period
7/1/09 - 6/30/12

Total Agency Total BOCC
Funding Per
Approved Total Grant
Contract
Funding
Project
19,881
0
19,881
286,641
31,849
318,490
59,065
6,563
65,628
2,755,522
640,096 3,395,618
416,188
416,188
832,376
3,537,297
1,094,696 4,631,993

Agency
Funding
Received
4,921
0
0
286,094
0
291,015

BOCC
Funding
Received

Total Funding
Received to
Date
4,921
31,849
6,563
812,574
316,419
1,172,326

Expenditures
19,733
0
0
1,008,375
49,294
1,077,402

Cost
Cost Reimbursement Reimbursement
Due from Agency Due from BOCC
14,812
0
0
0
0
0
0
195,801
24,647
0
39,459
195,801

Total Agency Total BOCC
Approved Total Grant
Funding Per
Funding
Agreement
Contract
1,555,765
136,532 1,692,297

Agency
Funding
Received
1,086,082

Total Funding
BOCC
Received to
Funding
Date
Received
136,532
1,222,614

Expenditures
1,148,364

Balance remaining in
Agency Agreement
469,683

*Fund 193A is a fixed fee agreement. A local cash match is not required,
however, County Commission agreed to supplement the program.
SOURCE: Finance Department
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0
31,849
6,563
526,480
316,419
881,311

